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NEW QUESTION: 1
Test script TransVal 3.1 tests transaction validation via
screen TRN 003B. According to the specification (PID

ver 1.3 10b iv) the validation screen should not accept future
dated transactions. Test script TransVal 3.1
passes. Test script eod 1.4 tests end of day processing and is
run after the execution of TransVal 3.1 using data
entered during that test
Which of the following is the BEST detail on an incident
report? [K3]
A. Title. Screen TRN-003B validation of transaction date..
Reproducible. No. Description. When a future
dated transaction is processed by the end of day process, a
failure can occur. This does not always
happen. Screen shot of the failure attached.
B. Title. End of Day failure.. Reproducible. Yes. Description.
Script eod 1.4 fails when the first transaction
of the day is a future dated transaction. Screen shot of the
failure attached.
C. Title. Transaction input screen validation..Reproducible.
Yes. Description. Script eod 1..4 fails . Screen
shot of the failure attached. Validation of transaction entryon
screen TRN-003B should not allow future
dated transactions - see PID ver 1.3 para 10b iv.
D. Title. Screen TRN-003B validation of transaction date.
Reproducible. Yes. Description. Script eod 1.4
fails when the first transaction of the day is a future dated
transaction. Screen shot of the failure
attached. Validation of transaction entry on screen TRN-003B
should not allow future dated transactions
- see PID ver 1.3 para 10b iv.
Answer: D

NEW QUESTION: 2
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Answer: C

NEW QUESTION: 3
In the screen shot below, which selections would you need click
in order to intercept and alter all http traffic passing
through OWASP ZAP?
A. Set Break and Continue
B. Trap request and continue
C. Continue and drop
D. Trap response and continue
Answer: A

NEW QUESTION: 4
A company is running an EMC NetWorker server on a UNIX platform
and wants to monitor backup operations from the UNIX command
line.
Which utility can be used?
A. nsradmin
B. nsrwatch
C. nsrinfo
D. nsralist
Answer: B
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